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Abstract: Sudden cardiac death is a sudden and highly fatal condition. Implementing high-quality
emergency cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) early on is an effective rescue method for this disease.
However, the rescue steps of CPR are complicated and difficult to remember, and the quantitative
indicators are difficult to control, which leads to a poor quality of CPR emergency actions outside
the hospital setting. Therefore, we have developed CPR emergency equipment with a multisensory
feedback function, aiming to guide rescuers in performing CPR through visual, auditory, and tactile
interaction. This equipment consists of three components: first aid clothing, an audio-visual integrated
terminal, and a vital sign detector. These three components are based on a micro-power WiFi-Mesh
network, enabling the long-term wireless transmission of the multisensor data. To evaluate the
impact of the multisensory feedback CPR emergency equipment on nonprofessionals, we conducted
a controlled experiment involving 32 nonmedical subjects. Each subject was assigned to either the
experimental group, which used the equipment, or the control group, which did not. The main
evaluation criteria were the chest compression (CC) depth, the CC rate, the precise depth of the
CC ratio (5–6 cm), and the precise rate of the CC ratio -(100–120 times/min). The results indicated
that the average CC depth in the experimental group was 51.5 ± 1.3 mm, which was significantly
better than that of the control group (50.2 ± 2.2 mm, p = 0.012). Moreover, the average CC rate in the
experimental group (110.1 ± 6.2 times/min) was significantly higher than that of the control group
(100.4 ± 6.6 times/min) (p < 0.001). Compared to the control group (66.37%), the experimental group
showed a higher proportion of precise CC depth (82.11%), which is closer to the standard CPR rate of
100%. In addition, the CC ratio of the precise rate was 93.75% in the experimental group, which was
significantly better than that of 56.52% in the control group (p = 0.024). Following the experiment,
the revised System Availability Scale (SUS) was utilized to evaluate the equipment’s usability. The
average total SUS score was 78.594, indicating that the equipment’s acceptability range was evaluated
as ‘acceptable’, and the overall adjective rating was ‘good’. In conclusion, the multisensory feedback
CPR emergency equipment significantly enhances the CC performance (CC depth, CC rate, the
precise depth of CC ratio, the precise rate of CC ratio) of nonprofessionals during CPR, and the
majority of participants perceive the equipment as being easy to use.

Keywords: wearable devices; multisensory feedback; intelligent interaction; cardiopulmonary resus-
citation; chest compression

1. Introduction

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) [1] is a cardiovascular disease that poses a significant
threat to human health. Worldwide, over 3.5 million deaths occur annually due to cardiac
arrest [2]. Approximately 80% of these cases take place outside of the hospital environ-
ment, referred to as out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA), which can happen in various
settings [3]. The timely implementation of high-quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) [4] before the arrival of medical personnel is crucial for the survival of OHCA pa-
tients [5–8]. CPR [9] primarily involves chest compressions (CC) and artificial respiration,
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and numerous studies have demonstrated that the quality of the CC is a key factor in the
success of CPR [10,11]. However, research indicates that the application and success rates
of CPR skills in OHCA situations face significant challenges [12]. Reports on the quality
of OHCA rescue efforts [13,14] have revealed that the CPR performance of rescuers is
generally inadequate. This can be attributed to the complexity of the traditional CPR steps,
which are difficult to remember, in addition to the challenge of maintaining quantifiable
standards. Even for medical professionals, sustaining high-quality CPR during prolonged
resuscitation attempts can be extremely demanding [15]. Moreover, in OHCA cases, the first
responders and rescuers are often non-professionals [12,16], and the gap in the knowledge
between non-professionals and CPR experts contributes to the suboptimal outcomes in
OHCA rescue efforts [17].

There is a significant body of research highlighting the effectiveness of feedback
devices in enhancing CPR actions [18–21]. Early experiments conducted by Kern and
colleagues [22] utilized recording devices to guide rescuers in mastering the compression
rhythms, demonstrating the positive impact of auditory feedback on CPR actions. How-
ever, Kern’s study primarily focused on assessing the CC rate index of CPR actions and
did not include CC depth in their assessment indicators. In a subsequent experiment by
Tae Nyoung Chung [23], the impact of a metronome guide on CC depth was evaluated,
incorporating CC depth as an additional evaluation index alongside Kern’s study. The
findings revealed a mutually influential relationship between the CC duty cycle and depth,
with an increase in the CC rate leading to an improvement in the CC depth. Kurowski’s
study demonstrated that the TrueCPR device significantly enhanced the chest compression
effectiveness during simulated CPR processes [24]. Additionally, Buléon’s research indi-
cated that the real-time visual feedback provided by equipment improved the quality of
chest compressions and self-efficacy in CPR [25].

Audio-visual feedback (AVF) is a commonly used interactive form of CPR feedback
device. AVF feedback devices can be categorized into two types: integrated and indepen-
dent [26]. Integrated AVF devices are often combined with automated external defibrillators
(AEDs) or human models, and they tend to be more expensive, making them suitable for
in-hospital emergencies. Independent AVF devices, on the other hand, are designed as
separate products that can be worn on the rescuer’s hand or placed on the patient’s chest.
For instance, Chiwon Ahn developed a novel chest compression smart ring feedback sys-
tem [27], which assists rescuers in achieving the ideal depth range during CPR. Yeongtak
Song proposed a real-time estimation algorithm for chest compression depth (CCD) based
on a smartphone [28]. This concept can be implemented on an Android smartphone to
help detect the chest compression depth of rescuers during CPR. Independent AVF devices
are typically user-friendly, with low technical complexity and production costs, making
them suitable for personal or household use. Iskrzycki’s experiment demonstrated that
the use of visual real-time feedback devices significantly improved the quality of CPR [29],
while Majer’s study showed that the utilization of TrueCPR devices improved the chest
compression parameters in simulated resuscitation scenarios [30].

However, there is currently a lack of excellent CPR feedback devices specifically
designed for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) environments on the market. While
the studies mentioned above have demonstrated the positive effects of CPR feedback
devices in simulated experiments, their effectiveness needs to be reassessed in real OHCA
settings due to the greater complexity of actual OHCA conditions [31]. The American
Heart Association (AHA) has evaluated CPR smart devices and stated that, so far, no
device or product consistently performs well for basic life support (BLS) CPR performed
outside the hospital, and no other emergency medical equipment, apart from automated
external defibrillators (AEDs), consistently improves the survival rate of OHCA patients.
At present, there are two main issues with CPR feedback devices. Firstly, the human–
machine interaction is often flawed, and some devices have introduced new challenges for
rescuers, such as poor comfort, increased fatigue, and potential risks of injury. In Perkins
GD’s study, 95% of the participants reported discomfort in their hands and wrists when
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using the CPREzyTM device, and one subject even experienced soft tissue damage [32].
Secondly, the devices are not user-friendly, making it difficult for non-professionals to
learn the operational methods quickly and accurately, resulting in significant delays in
initiating CPR. In Bernhard Zapletal’s study [33], three CPR feedback devices (POCKET
CPR, iPhone app PocketCPR, and another device) were experimentally evaluated, and the
results indicated the suboptimal overall quality of BLS CPR with all three devices, as well
as substantial delays in starting CPR caused by each device.

To tackle the problem of suboptimal CPR quality performed by non-professionals
in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) situations, we have developed a portable CPR
emergency device with multisensor feedback functions, specifically designed for OHCA
environments. This device combines CPR smart technology with wearable devices to
provide a comprehensive solution. It utilizes a low-power WiFi-Mesh network to enable the
long-term wireless transmission of the multisensor data. The feasibility of the device has
been evaluated, demonstrating its potential effectiveness. The primary aim of this study is
to address the cognitive differences between the rescue experience of non-professionals
and the expert knowledge of CPR by utilizing a low-cost and low-tech approach. The goal
is to bridge the gap in knowledge and skills, ensuring that non-professionals can perform
high-quality CPR in OHCA scenarios. By integrating multi-sensor feedback functions into
a portable and user-friendly device, we aim to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of
CPR performed by non-professionals during OHCA incidents.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. System Architecture

The system consists of three components, as illustrated in Figure 1: an emergency
garment, an audio-visual integrated terminal, and a vital sign detector, each equipped
with an ESP32 microcontroller. During operation, the ESP32 microcontrollers in the three
components establish a WiFi-Mesh network. The sensors collect the vital signs of the
patient and the CPR action data of the rescuer, which are then transmitted via the WiFi-
Mesh network to the audio-visual integrated terminal. The system provides feedback to
the rescuer through voice prompts and light guidance, enabling them to perform CPR
effectively.
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Figure 1. Multisensory feedback CPR Equipment. (a) Emergency Clothing, (b) Audio-Visual Inte-
grated Terminal, (c) Vital Signs Detector.

This paper focuses on collecting the vital signs of the patient and the CPR compression
data of the rescuer using micro-sensors. The CPR action detection and feedback function
is achieved through the implementation of WiFi-Mesh network technology [34]. Figure 2
depicts the system architecture, wherein the ESP-32 chip serves as the micro control unit
(MCU) of the device. This chip is known for its low power consumption and onboard WiFi
function, making it an ideal solution for long-term operation, wireless data transmission,
and fulfilling the technical requirements of micro-load applications.
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Figure 2. Sensor component diagram of multisensor feedback device (a) power supply module,
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troller, processing data, (e) low power consumption Bluetooth, (f) DY-SV17F voice broadcast control
module, (g) LED lamp ring, (h) speaker, (i) vibration motor module.

Figure 3 illustrates the operational logic of the device. The vital signs detector collects
the patient’s pulse data, which is then used to assess the patient’s physical condition and
determine the need for further emergency intervention. The pressure sensor in the first aid
clothing detects the compression data from the rescuer. If the quality of the compression
does not meet the requirements, feedback is provided to the rescuer.
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The device’s control program is developed using the Arduino platform. Communica-
tion is facilitated through the use of ESP-MESH, a network protocol based on WiFi. This
protocol enables devices distributed over a large area to connect within the same WLAN. It
possesses self-organizing and self-healing capabilities. Figure 4 depicts the control strat-
egy of the device, which consists of two main parts: setup and server monitoring. Upon
powering on the device, the program begins with serial port initialization, setting the baud
rate to 115,200. Next, the debugging information type and Mesh network initialization are
configured. Nodes establish networking by sharing the same network port, account num-
ber, and password. The Mesh network callback function is then set to handle ESP-MESH
network events. The program’s loop section starts with server monitoring to identify the
nodes that meet the connection criteria. Once a connection is established, data exchange
occurs with the target node, continuing until the connection is interrupted. The device
comprises two clients and a server. The clients are responsible for collecting the pressure
and pulse data, respectively. The pulse data is stored as a double-precision floating-point
number, while the pressure data is represented as an integer. The client evaluates the data,
appends a special byte as an identifier, sends it to the ESP32 on the server, and performs
the corresponding operation based on the identifier’s value.
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2.2. Hardware Design
2.2.1. Emergency Clothing Design

The first aid suit is designed with a structure that is thick in the middle and thin at the
ends. It features two slots on each side of the central pressing area, enclosed by metal gas
holes. The outer surface of the suit is made of soft polyester, while the internal pressing
area utilizes 3 mm thick EVA foam as a buffer material to ensure the comfort of the rescuer
during compression.

Figure 5 demonstrates the four-step process of using the emergency clothing. First, the
emergency clothes are placed over the patient’s chest. Then, for positioning the pressing
area, the strap is threaded through the metal gas eye of the first aid suit and wrapped
around the patient’s upper arm. The next step involves correcting the press position and
fixing the arm by positioning the upper end of the strap beneath the patient’s armpit and
tightly securing the ends of the strap. Finally, the wearing process is completed. It is
important to note that the emergency clothing provides a method for positioning the chest
compression area for the rescuer. Although patients may have different body shapes, the
relative position of the armpit and chest remains consistent. Through testing, it has been
determined that the best pressing area for CPR is achieved when the upper arm of the
patient is wrapped with the ends of the emergency clothing strap, and the top of the strap
is pressed under the patient’s armpit.
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The hardware circuit of the emergency clothing consists of various components, includ-
ing sensors, actuators, ESP-32 chips, power modules, and charging modules. The central
pressing area of the first aid suit incorporates an FSR thin film pressure sensor, which
enables the collection of the pressing data during the rescue process. The thin film pressure
sensor has a detection range of 5 kg to 100 kg, equivalent to approximately 49 N–980 N in
Newton units, allowing for the detection of pressure data from adults in a kneeling position.
Figure 6 illustrates the presence of a built-in micro-vibration motor module within the
first aid clothing. When the rescuer achieves the recommended chest compression depth,
the vibration motor module activates, providing brief vibration feedback to reinforce the
rescuer’s perception of the depth of compression. In the event of abnormal pressing actions
by the rescuer, the vibration motor module emits high-frequency vibrations as a reminder
to adjust its technique.
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2.2.2. Design of Vital Signs Detector

In cases of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA), it is common for nonprofessional
rescuers to make the mistake of discontinuing chest compressions, resulting in a lack of
continuous compression. The continuity of the chest compressions is crucial for effective
CPR [35]. Stopping compressions before the prescribed time can significantly reduce the
quality of rescue efforts. Once it is determined that the patient is experiencing OHCA,
immediate CPR must be initiated without an unnecessary assessment of their vital signs,
as additional actions can delay the rescue process. To address these challenges, we have
developed a vital sign detector using the Pulse sensor, which is an analog heart rate sensor.
The Pulse sensor is an open-source hardware device designed for heart rate measurement,
pulse waveform measurement, and HRV (heart rate variability) analysis. The sensor
operates on the principle of photoelectric volume, where it emits a specific wavelength of
light and calculates the pulse frequency based on the changes in light transmittance caused
by the beating of the human pulse [36]. In this study, we utilize the Pulse sensor as a simple
application without involving its internal development. Figure 7 showcases our vital signs
monitor based on the Pulse sensor. It consists of an ESP-32 microcontroller, the Pulse sensor
itself, a battery, a switch, a charging module, and a 3D-printed enclosure. The main logic of
the program involved in the vital signs detector is as follows: the photodiode in the Pulse
Sensor captures the current value corresponding to the reflected light intensity. This current
value is then converted to voltage using the circuit and collected by the Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) of the single-chip microcomputer, resulting in the pulse waveform curve.
The time difference between the peak points of the two adjacent pulse waves is calculated
and filtered to obtain the time between the two heartbeats, known as the IBI value. Using
the conversion relationship mentioned above, the current heart rate value can be calculated.
The program consists of four main parts: sampling, filtering, calculation, and output.
During the sampling phase, the pulse analog signal generated by the sensor is primarily
collected by the ADC unit at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. The ADC precision is set to 10-bit
precision. To address the interference caused by heavy pulse waves resulting from the pulse
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wave reflection in the artery, the program employs a filtering mechanism. It re-tracks the
pulse rise every 0.6 times to mitigate the impact of the heavy pulse waves. In the calculation
phase, the heart rate value (BPM) is determined by calculating the difference between
the intermediate values of the ascending segments of the two pulse waves, which helps
determine the IBI value. The BPM value is then derived using the conversion relationship:
BPM = 60/IBI. These four parts, namely sampling, filtering, calculation, and output, form
the core components of the program used in the vital signs detector.
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The vital signs detector utilizes an ESP32 chip that offers the Light-sleep mode, en-
abling the device to significantly reduce power consumption to tens of microamperes
or even lower. Despite being in this low-power mode, essential functions such as Wi-Fi
connection and timers can still be maintained. In Light-sleep mode, the device consumes
approximately 100 uA of power. The heart rate sensor, on the other hand, outputs a current
of 4 mA, requiring continuous operation. With a battery capacity of 1500 mAh and an
output voltage of 3.7 V, the total power consumption of the device amounts to 14.8 mW.
Consequently, the equipment can operate continuously for approximately 250 h. It is im-
portant to note that this is a theoretical value, and the actual working time may be shorter
due to various factors, such as the operating mode, transmission distance, and ambient
temperature.

The vital signs detector is used by opening the switch and securing it to the patient’s
earlobe or fingertip using the ear clip. It then collects the patient’s pulse signal to detect
their vital signs. In typical scenarios, medical professionals use pulse and electrocardiogram
data to assess a patient’s heartbeat. However, in OHCA situations, there is often a lack
of professional testing equipment, and not all rescuers are trained medical personnel.
Therefore, in such cases, pulse signal detection serves as a simple and effective method to
evaluate the patient’s physical condition, reducing the need for unnecessary vital signs
assessment during CPR.

2.2.3. Audio-Visual Integrated Terminal Design

Figure 8 illustrates the primary hardware circuits of the audiovisual integrated termi-
nal, which consist of the ESP-32 chip, charging module, lithium battery, voice broadcast
module, LED lamp ring, and speaker. The ESP-32 chip plays a crucial role in receiving the
data from the first aid suits and vital signs detectors. It provides voice broadcasts and light
feedback based on the rescuer’s CC depth and CC rate data. The voice broadcast chip offers
two modes: beat guidance and voice broadcast. In the beat guidance mode, the device
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plays a standard pressing beat to guide the rescuer in achieving the correct CC rate. The
voice broadcast mode is activated based on specific preset conditions, such as insufficient
CC depth, below-standard CC rate, incorrect CC position, or when the patient’s vital signs
show signs of recovery. By combining these two modes, rescuers can better grasp the CPR
operation method. Figure 9a–c demonstrates the LED lamp ring, which brightens as the
CC depth increases. Once the specified depth is reached, the light reaches its maximum
brightness. In Figure 9d, when the rescuer’s pressing position is incorrect, a noticeable red
light appears, prompting the rescuer to adjust their pressing position or alignment.
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2.3. Research Program

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the impact of multisensory feedback
devices on the quality of CPR movements performed by non-professionals. A total of
32 subjects were selected and divided into two groups: control group A (CPR without
feedback) and experimental group B (CPR with feedback). The quality of CPR actions can be
influenced by the physical condition of the subjects. To minimize experimental interference
caused by individual differences, a within-subject design was adopted, requiring each
subject to participate in both Group A and Group B. Before the experiment, a questionnaire
survey was conducted to assess the physical condition of the 32 subjects. All subjects
were found to be in normal physical condition, without any muscle injuries, physiological
diseases, or other special circumstances. The subjects of this study were nonprofessionals
who had not received formal CPR training, and none of the 32 subjects had prior CPR
training or rescue experience.

Before the experiment, a 30 min explanation of CPR actions was provided. After
informing the participants about the CPR action standards, a 60 min simulation training
session was conducted to ensure that each participant reached a mastery level of CPR skills
(subjective assessment). A half-body simulation rubber man was used as an experimental
prop and placed on a hard floor. To eliminate the potential interference of the experimental
sequence on the results, the 32 subjects were randomly assigned to two groups, with
16 subjects performing the test in order A followed by B, and the remaining 16 subjects
performing it in order B followed by A, ensuring that the experimental results were not
biased by the experimental sequence. The evaluation indices of this experiment included
the depth of chest compressions (CC), the rate of CC, the precise depth of the CC ratio, and
the precise rate of the CC ratio. The precise CC depth was defined as 50–60 mm, and the
precise rate of the CC is defined as 100–120 times per minute. As depicted in Figure 10, each
participant was required to perform a 3 min CPR action test. Considering that CPR requires
significant physical energy from the participants, a 1-h break was provided between the two
groups to ensure that the participants’ physical strength was fully restored and that fatigue
did not impact the experimental results. At the end of the experiment, each participant
was asked to complete a questionnaire regarding the CPR emergency equipment with
multisensory feedback as the basis for subjective evaluation.
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2.4. Measurements

In this experiment, the primary focus was on evaluating the CC depth, CC rate, the
precise depth of the CC ratio, and the precise rate of the CC ratio of the subjects. The
reference standard for the evaluation was the cardiopulmonary resuscitation guidelines
introduced by the American Heart Association (AHA) in 2020 [37]. To assess these param-
eters, a half-body rubber manikin was utilized as the evaluation prop. As the depth of
the chest compressions on the half-body rubber manikin is directly related to the applied
force, the pressure force exerted by the rescuer was measured and converted into the corre-
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sponding CC depth. This measurement was achieved by connecting the rubber manikin to
a personal computer via a USB data cable. The computer program received and analyzed
the experimental data to calculate the CC depth, the CC rate, the precise depth of the CC
ratio, and the precise rate of the CC ratio based on the measured pressure force.

2.5. Usability and Availability Evaluation of Devices

The evaluation of the availability of CPR emergency equipment with multisensory
feedback was conducted using the revised System Usability Scale (SUS) [38,39]. SUS is
a questionnaire designed by Brooke in 1986 for assessing the usability of products or
services [40]. It consists of 10 statements, with odd-numbered items representing positive
statements and even-numbered items representing negative statements. Two subscales are
derived from the scale: the “ease of learning” subscale comprising items 4 and 10, and the
“usability” subscale comprising the remaining 8 items. The detailed questions included in
the questionnaire are as follows:

1. I will often use this product;
2. I think the product is unnecessarily complex;
3. I think the product is good;
4. I think I need technical support to learn how to use this product;
5. I think the functions of the product are well integrated;
6. I think there are many inconsistencies in the performance of the product;
7. I think most people will learn to use this product soon;
8. I think this product is uncomfortable to use;
9. I have full confidence in using this product;
10. I need to learn a lot before continuing to use the product.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

The experimental data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics 26. Descriptive statistics, in-
cluding the mean ± standard deviation for the continuous variables and the rate/percentage
for the categorical data, were employed to summarize the data. The analysis was conducted
with a 90% confidence interval (CI). To examine the differences between the subjects before
and after using the equipment more thoroughly, a paired sample t-test was performed
to compare the data between the groups. A significance level of p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant, indicating meaningful differences.

2.7. Sample Size Determination

Based on a study design for repeated measures, an alpha of 0.05, a power of 90%,
and an estimated effect size (primary outcome compression depth, 48.8 ± 5.19 mm versus
53.2 ± 8.8 mm, calculation based on previous data [41]) resulted in a sample size of n = 16,
at least, for each group.

3. Results
3.1. Basic Characteristics of Subjects

Table 1 displays the recruitment details of the study, which involved 32 participants,
comprising an equal distribution of 16 men and 16 women. Among the participants, 30
had a master’s degree while 2 were undergraduates. The average age of the subjects was
23.72 ± 1.97 (age range: 20–29). Their average height, weight, and BMI were 170 ± 6.21 cm,
60.53 ± 11.36 kg, and 20.82 ± 2.76, respectively. Before the experiment, we ensured that all
32 subjects met the requirements by ruling out any potential physical impairments.
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Table 1. Basic characteristics of experimenters.

Feature Experimenter (n = 32)

Gender (female) 16/32
Age 23.72 ± 1.97

Height (cm) 170 ± 6.21
Weight (kg) 60.53 ± 11.36

BMI (kg/m2) 20.82 ± 2.76

3.2. Main Evaluation Results

Table 2 presents the experimental results, demonstrating a significantly better CPR
quality in the experimental group compared to the control group. In terms of the CC depth,
the average depth in the experimental group was 51.5 ± 1.3 mm, which was significantly
superior to the control group’s average of 50.2 ± 2.2 mm (p = 0.012, p < 0.05), indicat-
ing statistical significance. Regarding the CC rate, the average rate in the experimental
group was 110.1 ± 6.2 times/min, significantly higher than the control group’s average of
100.4 ± 6.6 times/min (p < 0.001). As for the precise depth of the CC ratio, defined as the
proportion of CCs with a depth of 5–6 cm to the total CCs, the experimental group (82.11%)
demonstrated closer adherence to standard CPR compared to the control group (63.25%),
with a p-value of 0.066. As for the precise rate of the CC ratio, defined as the ratio of the
number of subjects with a mean CC rate of 100–120 beats per minute to the total number of
subjects, the experimental group (93.75%) demonstrated closer adherence to standard CPR
compared to the control group (56.52%), with a p-value of 0.024.

Table 2. Comparison of the CPR action evaluation between the experimental group and the control
group.

Result A (Control
Group)

B (Experimental
Group)

Standard
CPR p-Value

CC Depth (mm) 50.2 ± 2.2 51.5 ± 1.3 55 ± 7 0.012
CC Rate (times/min) 100.4 ± 6.6 110.1 ± 6.2 113 ± 12 p < 0.001

Precise depth of CC ratio (%) 63.25 82.11 100 0.066
Precise rate of CC ratio (%) 56.52 93.75 100 0.024

3.3. Results of the Equipment Learnability and Usability Evaluation

The SUS scale was assessed on a scale of 100 points, where odd-numbered items
were scored on a scale of 1–5 and even-numbered items were scored on a scale of 1–5
(original score). The individual scores for each item were summed and multiplied by 2.5 to
calculate the SUS score. A higher SUS score indicates a more favorable rating of the product.
As shown in Table 3, the multisensory feedback device received an overall SUS score of
78.594. The average score for usability was 79.88, and the average score for learnability was
73.44. Based on Bangor’s scoring comparison table, the acceptability range was rated as
“acceptable” and the overall evaluation as “good”.
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Table 3. SUS scale evaluation of multisensory feedback CPR devices.

NO Question Mean SD 1

1 I will often use this product 4.16 0.15
2 I think the product is unnecessarily complex 1.72 0.15
3 I think the product is good 4.31 0.122

4 I think I need technical support to learn how to use this
product 2.00 0.168

5 I think the functions of the product are well integrated. 4.22 0.125

6 I think there are many inconsistencies in the performance
of the product 1.94 0.142

7 I think most people will learn to use this product soon. 4.50 0.110
8 I think this product is uncomfortable to use. 1.66 0.139
9 I have full confidence in using this product 3.69 0.171
10 I need to learn a lot before continuing to use the product. 2.13 0.166

aggregate score 78.594 2.652
1 SD = standard deviation.

4. Discussion

Previous research on CPR smart devices has primarily focused on standalone feedback
devices, with limited studies exploring the integration of wearable technology with CPR
smart devices. This study presents an innovative approach by combining multi-sensory
feedback with wearable devices to create a compact and portable CPR emergency device.
The device offers guidance and feedback on CPR actions specifically designed for non-
professionals. The users of the device demonstrated notable enhancements in the CC depth,
CC rate, precise depth of the CC ratio, and precise rate of the CC ratio. Furthermore,
all participants successfully utilized and received the feedback from the multi-sensory
CPR emergency equipment after a brief explanation, affirming its usability and ease of
learning. This experiment revealed significant improvements in several CPR metrics (CC
depth, CC rate, precise depth of CC ratio, precise rate of CC ratio) when using the multi-
sensory feedback equipment in the experimental group compared to the control group
for performing manual CPR. The primary reason for this disparity is that the subjects
were non-professionals with limited CPR training time, making the feedback and guid-
ance from the equipment crucial in the CPR process. The fatigue effect among rescuers
also contributed to the results, as numerous studies have highlighted its impact on CPR
quality [42,43]. Physical exhaustion during CPR was evident, as Hightower observed a
decline in the precise depth of the CC ratio from 93% to 39% after 3 min [44]. It is worth
noting that rescuers often struggle to perceive a continuous decline in their compression
effectiveness [45]. Thus, intelligent interactive devices play a vital role in guiding CPR
actions. Although feedback devices cannot provide physical support, they help rescuers
assess the correctness of their actions. Even in the face of physical decline, rescuers strive to
complete the rescue based on the device’s guidance. The experiment had a duration of three
minutes, which could result in a physical decline for many subjects in the later stages of
exertion. However, the control group lacked the equipment feedback, making it difficult for
subjects to gauge the accuracy of their movements and leading to a more significant decline
in CPR quality compared to the experimental group. Furthermore, while the experimental
groups demonstrated superiority in the four metrics, the advantage in the CC rate and
precise rate of the CC ratio was significantly greater than that in the CC depth and precise
depth of the CC ratio. We hypothesize that this disparity in the device’s feedback effect
makes rescuers more sensitive to sound feedback than visual and tactile feedback. Two
reasons contribute to this observation: firstly, there is a delay in communication between
the audiovisual integrated terminal and the first aid clothing, resulting in a mismatch
between the rescuer’s compression data and the LED lamp ring’s brightness; secondly,
the guidance provided by the vibration feedback for the CC depth is not distinct. Three
subjects reported difficulties in discerning changes in the vibration motor module intensity
during CPR. Based on the aforementioned results and discussions, we believe that further
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optimization of the light and vibration feedback is necessary for subsequent studies to
provide more significant guidance for rescuers.

The accurate placement of chest compressions is crucial for maintaining high-quality
CPR, as incorrect positioning can result in rib fractures 24. Traditional audiovisual feedback
(AVF) devices do not facilitate rapid identification of the correct compression position.
In conventional CPR protocols, rescuers often have to remove the patient’s clothing to
determine the appropriate compression position. This study presents a more efficient and
convenient solution. Our findings indicate that CPR movements can be quite intense,
making it challenging to secure the traditional equipment onto the patient. To address this
issue, we developed a novel type of emergency clothing that serves as the first wearable
CPR emergency equipment, leveraging the relative position of the patient’s arms. The
emergency clothing is worn by the patient, and secured to the upper arm using straps that
pass over the patient’s armpit. This design ensures that the central pressing area of the
emergency clothing aligns with the correct compression position.

The CPR emergency equipment with multi-sensory feedback proposed in this study
does not fully comply with the requirements of a commercial product. The primary focus of
this research was to innovate the interaction mode, and the accuracy of the heart rate data
detection was not optimal. However, as the patient’s life status is primarily determined
by the presence or absence of a pulse signal, rather than precise pulse information, the
sensor’s accuracy has a high fault tolerance rate.

Despite the valuable insights gained from this study, there are several limitations to
acknowledge. Firstly, this experiment only considered four assessment criteria, namely the
CC depth, CC rate, precise depth of the CC ratio, and precise rate of CC ratio, and did not
extensively address other CPR standards, such as the complete chest decompression ratio
and flow time. Secondly, the experimental environment was limited to indoor simulations,
which may not fully reflect real-world settings outside the hospital, where the equipment
would be used. Thirdly, artificial respiration was not included in this study as it focused
solely on feedback and guidance for chest compressions. Fourthly, the device does not
currently address storage concerns. Therefore, further enhancements are needed before
the device can be effectively used in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) scenarios. The
CPR multi-sensory feedback device designed in this study does not currently meet the
requirements of a commercially available product; rather, it exhibits several limitations.
Further efforts are necessary to improve the accuracy of the vital sign detection and assess
the power consumption. Nonetheless, this study provides a viable solution to enhance the
quality of CPR performed by non-professionals and validates its feasibility. The combina-
tion of wearable devices and interactive sensing technology holds promise as a potential
new paradigm.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to design and evaluate CPR emergency equipment with multisensory
feedback capabilities. The experiments demonstrated the positive impact of the equipment
on improving the quality of CPR performed by non-professionals. The development
process of the equipment comprised three main components: (1) design and fabrication
of emergency clothing; (2) principal research and prototype development of a vital signs
monitor; and (3) design and manufacture of an integrated audiovisual terminal.

The evaluation process focused on assessing the effectiveness of the multisensory
feedback CPR emergency equipment in guiding the CPR actions of non-professionals. The
experimental results indicated that the experimental group utilizing the device exhibited
significantly better CPR quality (including CC depth, CC rate, precise depth of CC ratio,
and precise rate of CC ratio) compared to the control group performing manual CPR. In
the subjective evaluations, the device received an average score of 78.594 on the System Us-
ability Scale (SUS), indicating an “acceptable” level of acceptability and a “good” adjective
rating.
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This study demonstrates that the combination of intelligent interactive technology
and wearable devices effectively bridges the cognitive gap between the rescue experience
of non-professionals and the knowledge possessed by CPR experts. Notably, this study
presents a novel approach to rapidly position the chest compression site using ergonomic
principles. This positioning scheme offers reduced technical complexity and production
costs compared to the existing CPR equipment available on the market. It has the potential
to be widely deployed as an intelligent CPR device in public spaces. Furthermore, through
experimentation, it has been confirmed that the device significantly improves the quality of
CPR performed by non-professionals and contributes to mitigating the issue of low CPR
skills awareness among the general public to some extent.
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